
For the Air Force’s financial managers, Service Day  

at the 2018 Professional Development Institute (PDI) was an  

unparalleled opportunity to hear directly from Air Force 

leaders. The overall theme of the day was clear: with threats 

constantly evolving, the Department of Defense (DoD) must 

continue efforts to maintain superiority. The 2018 National 

Defense Strategy (NDS) states, “We must anticipate how  

competitors and adversaries will employ new operational  

concepts and technologies to attempt to defeat us, while  

developing operational concepts to sharpen our competitive 

advantages and enhance our lethality.” For the Air Force, this 

manifests in directives and policies aggrandizing U.S. air and 

space capabilities as efficiently as possible. For the Air Force’s  

financial managers, this results in meeting execution goals, 

providing reliability, reinforcing the taxpayer’s trust, and  

developing an even more formidable financial management 

(FM) workforce. 

THE ENVIRONMENT FOR AIR FORCE FINANCIAL MANAGERS
The Honorable John P. Roth, the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Financial Management and  

Comptroller, was the keynote speaker for Air Force Service Day. In his address, Mr. Roth touted  

past Air Force excellence, but also admitted that evolving international threats have revealed more  

challenges to overcome. With intensifying international tensions, Air Force financial managers 

maintain a responsibility to support deployed troops, no matter where they are sent. Attempting 

to inculcate the requirements that come with such a responsibility, Mr. Roth stated, “We must 
spend resources wisely, credibly, and reliably.” 

Current counterterrorism efforts address threats and unrest in the Middle East and remain  

necessary to protect U.S. citizens. However, global competition with China and Russia is now the 

greatest threat to America. The NDS states, “The central challenge to U.S. prosperity and security is 

the reemergence of long-term, strategic competition by what the National Security Strategy classifies 

as revisionist powers.” As such, financial managers must focus on ensuring funds are executed on 

programs focused on modernizing current capabilities. 
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SPOTLIGHT: ASMC PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
INSTITUTE AIR FORCE SERVICE DAY (cont.)

The DoD is approximately 50 percent and the majority of the U.S.’ discretionary 

funding. The FM community must ensure this funding is executed; however, it is also 

imperative the funds are executed where it matters most. The difficulty of executing 

such a large amount of money is intensified when one considers the FM community 

did not gain access to the 2018 budget until March 23, 2018 (as opposed to October 1, 

2017). Still, the NDS calls for measurable increases in military readiness and lethality. 

So, although the FM community is in a rush to execute the 2018 funding, the acumen 

of FM personnel should reign supreme in order to ensure strategic execution. 

THE AIR FORCE BUDGET
Maj Gen John Pletcher, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Budget, Office of the Assistant 

Secretary of the Air Force for Financial Management and Comptroller, led a breakout 

session addressing the current Air Force budget position. He consistently reiterated 

that, from a budget perspective, the Air Force is in the best position it has been in  

years. The two-year, bipartisan budget delivered a much-desired degree of stability  

by increasing the spending caps set on discretionary spending. This allows for  

appropriations to not only meet, but exceed current President’s Budget (PB) requests. 

An explanation of the unique Air Force Budget: Before sharing the budget update delivered on Service Day,  

it is important to first discuss a feature of the Air Force budget not found in the budgets of the other services. Identified as 

“pass-through” funds, this segment of the Air Force budget represents over a sixth of the total Air Force budget, yet the  

Air Force has no control over the funds. Alternatively, these funds pass through the Air Force, and are delivered to classified  

accounts that impact the DoD as a whole (for example, the Defense Health Program). As such, the total Air Force budget tends 

to dissemble from the actual budget control authority granted the Air Force. As this article provides an update on the Air Force 

position for FY18 and FY19, a break out of the pass-through amounts will be provided to allow for a more lucid analysis. 

FY18 Air Force Budget: The Air Force received all funds requested in the FY18 PB enabled by the congressionally  

approved spending cap increase. That corresponds to the FY18 budget of $184 billion ($37 billion of pass-through funding and 

$147 billion Air Force controlled budget authority). This is the largest single-year budget for the Air Force. However, given that 

this record amount was appropriated for after a six-month long continuing resolution, the big associated challenge is budget 

execution for 2018. The Air Force standard for budget execution is 80 percent; however, for FY18 only, the rule was relaxed to 

75 percent to accommodate for the funding delay. 

FY19 Air Force Budget: Again, due to the increase in the spending cap, the Air Force anticipates receiving the full  

funding requested in the FY19 PB. The FY19 PB amounts to an astounding $194 billion ($38 billion of pass-through funding 

and $156 billion Air Force Controlled Budget Authority). This is a 6.6 percent increase over the FY18 PB! The main budget 

driver is the Air Force’s focus on accelerating readiness and increasing lethality, thus aligning with the aforementioned NDS. 

SERVICE DAY
Ultimately, the goal of Air Force Service Day was to share the Air Force’s current posture to meet the purpose and intent of  

the most recent NDS. From securing higher spending limits, to creating programs to develop the workforce, the Air Force  

is strategically aligning funds for the most impact to the Air Force’s doctrine of air and space superiority. The Air Force’s  

very capable FM community must be passionately engaged and faithful in their mission, for they are vital to the success of the 

Air Force and the United States of America. 

About the Author
Mr. Kendrick Roberson has a master’s degree in finance, and currently works as a cost analyst for Global Positioning Systems (GPS)  

at Los Angeles AFB, Space and Missile Systems Center.

The Honorable John Roth delivering the keynote 
address at Air Force Service Day
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MS. ERICA CANO’S PDI EXPERIENCE
As a first-time Professional Development Institute (PDI) attendee,  
I didn’t know what to expect. I’ve heard stories about the conference from past years 

and I knew some colleagues enjoyed the opportunity to attend training sessions, network, and 

catch up. I met up with past and existing coworkers, had the opportunity to have lunch with 

other Palace Acquires (PAQs) and senior leaders for impromptu Q&A sessions, ran into familiar 

faces from my time at Financial Management Staff Officer Course (FMSOC) and Professional 

Financial Management Course (PFMC), and also got to meet FMers from different components 

around the country. 

I attended the PAQ conference held on Tuesday, 29 May where 

I had the opportunity to listen to two great senior leaders speak 

about their careers and how they got to where they are today. 

Mr. Thomas Murphy, Deputy Assistant Secretary, Financial  

Operations (SAF/FMF), was the first speaker of the day. He took 

the time to share with us how he went from having a solid career in 

the corporate sector to becoming a Senior Executive Service (SES) 

leader in the Air Force with just under a few years in civil service. 

At one point he told us, “Bring what you got instead of sitting here 

questioning yourself.” As a new federal government employee, I 

appreciate his advice because I often wonder where I will be in five 

or ten years. What I do now will impact my future, but I should 

remember to focus on building my foundation as a budget analyst 

by learning and experiencing as much as possible. 

Ms. Laura Jankovich, SES, also spoke to all the PAQs about her federal career with the Air Force Audit Agency. One thing she 

said that resonated with me was, “Get outside your comfort zone.” While I’ve heard this before, perhaps during PFMC, it was a 

great reminder of the importance to avoid complacency. Her message was about broadening our experiences in the FM world, 

and that it doesn’t matter where we are, if we have the skills, we will succeed. 

The next day I enjoyed listening to Maj Gen John Pletcher’s presentation about the Air Force budget. He offered insight on  

what is expected from us by the current results-focused administration. Considering this year we received a 3.7 percent increase 

over the President’s Budget (PB) request, the message was to continue to be aggressive in an effort to increase execution rates. 

Also, an emphasis in increasing readiness and lethality has prompted the Office of the Secretary of Defense to require that we  

maximize every taxpayer dollar and be prepared to provide progress reports tying those dollars to the National Defense Strategy. 

Throughout the next two days, I attended sessions on economic analysis, civilian development, data analytics, and more.  

Overall, it was a great week of learning about financial management and leadership, which culminated with Mr. Dave  

Weinberg’s “Power of the 8s” class, where he showed up wearing a very patriotic suit and tie, and made the entire class laugh 

with his creativity (cr8ivity).

I am so grateful for the opportunity I had to attend the conference and to witness first-hand the camaraderie that exists in the 

financial management world. I hope sharing my experience piqued your interest in attending if you have the opportunity! 

My Professional Development  
Institute Experience
by Ms. Erica Cano and Mr. Theodore Johnson, AETC 
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MR. THEODORE JOHNSON’S PDI EXPERIENCE
As a first-time American Society of Military Comptrollers (ASMC) National Professional  
Development Institute (PDI) attendee, I was not quite sure what to expect going in. The week prior, I had just 

completed my Professional Financial Management Course (PFMC) at Maxwell, AFB. I assumed the PDI seminars would be 

structured similar to that of PFMC, especially since some of the same seminars and presenters were on the PDI schedule of 

events. Once I arrived, however, I realized the energy and environment was completely different; one I had never experienced 

as a government employee. In my previous experience, presenters normally initiate the presentation by reviewing the subject 

and asking for questions they hope are not out there, and the attendees simply listen. However, at the PDI, the seminars were 

less structured and attendees really steered the conversation. In most cases, seminar presenters started the session by asking 

attendees what questions they had. I felt encouraged to ask questions that were specific to my experience without fear of  

stealing the show. To my surprise, many concerns I had were not as unique as I thought. Fellow attendees would often provide 

me with further guidance on a topic after the actual seminar. 

The PDI exposed me to the vast array of functions 

and experiences the financial management (FM) 

career field can provide. Prior to my attendance, I 

assumed that whichever function you were hired 

in was where you ended up staying. However, that 

is not the case in FM. Many of the panel members 

and presenters in the “Civilian Force Development 

Seminar,” “Palace Acquire (PAQ) Leadership Panel,” 

and “Unlock Your Potential: Charting a Successful 

DoD FM Career,” promoted the idea of rotating and 

broadening your career experiences.

Furthermore, the PDI promoted communication 

without the classic chain-of-command filters that 

are often present in the work environment. There were several opportunities to interact with presenters and other leaders outside 

of the seminar that enabled me to ask questions without the pressure of speaking in front of an entire group. The Air Force 

Personnel Center (AFPC) provided lunch-in opportunities specifically for PAQ interns where I had the opportunity to sit with 

Senior Executive Service (SES) officials from different FM functions. Although slightly intimidating, it was extremely rewarding 

to be able to speak directly to an SES and policy influencers regarding the FM career field. Being able to tap into their personal 

and professional experiences truly helped motivate me and provided me with a sense of confirmation in my career choice.

Finally, being able to interact with financial managers from other bases, services, and countries was truly an eye-opening  

experience. I developed contacts and gained insight into how and why bases execute the same task in entirely different ways. 

As a result of my PDI experience, I am now more confident in my career path and the various options available to help advance 

my career, which will be mutually beneficial to myself and the Air Force. The lessons taught by the speakers broadened my 

knowledge and added value to my experience. I look forward to the potential to attend the next PDI in San Antonio, TX where 

hopefully I’ll see some familiar faces to be able to further network and share ideas. 

About the Authors
Ms. Erica Cano is a Palace Acquire intern working as a budget analyst at the 502nd Comptroller Squadron, JB San Antonio-Fort Sam 

Houston. Mr. Theodore Johnson is a 2nd-year Palace Acquire intern working as a wing staff agency resource advisor who is currently 

stationed at the 17th Comptroller Squadron, Goodfellow AFB, TX.

My Professional Development Institute Experience 
(cont.)
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Do you recall the anticipation of getting  
your very first smartphone? How you longed for 

the device that would simplify your life and expand your  

realm of possibilities? Air Force financial professionals  

who attended this year’s American Society of Military  

Comptrollers Professional Development Institute experienced 

that feeling as they participated in the Program & Budget 

Enterprise System (PBES) workshop which provided a 

glimpse of what’s to come.

Already used within the Defense Agencies Initiative, Navy 

Military Sealift Command, and Army Corps of Engineers, 

PBES is the budget formulation system selected to replace 

the Automated Budget Interactive Data Environment System 

(ABIDES). Although ABIDES served the Air Force well for more than 50 years, its replacement is long overdue. 

Originally constructed as a modified database in the late 1960s and later coded in C-language as a full-blown 

system, ABIDES does not possess the robust features of today’s modern business systems. For example, 

although ABIDES was hard-coded with a rigid reporting function, it pales in comparison to today’s dynamic 

business intelligence tools which afford users the flexibility to pull data from a system any way they wish to see 

it. In addition to its inflexible nature, ABIDES lacks the functionality to integrate “planning” in the overall 

Planning, Programming, Budgeting, and Execution (PPBE) process—something the Air Force aims to correct 

with PBES. In fact, PBES is charged with integrating the planning, programming, and budget processes within 

a single system. As a result, PBES will subsume the individual systems which support the planning, programming, 

and budget processes—saving the Air Force crucial budget dollars while gaining incredible efficiencies.

Attendees at the workshop listened intently as they 

learned that PBES consists of three separate Oracle 

commercial off-the-shelf products. Each of these 

products is currently being configured by the  

system’s integrator, Definitive Logic 

Corporation, which provided a brief 

demonstration of the system. The three 

Oracle products, Hyperion, Data 
Relationship Management (DRM), 
and Business Intelligence (BI) 

manage specific functions within PBES. 

For example, Hyperion facilitates the 

majority of the system’s data entry. Thus, 

an Air Force programmer instrumental 

to the PPBE process would access PBES and use Hyperion to input the many transaction line items which 

collectively identify the various budget options. Data Relationship Management, on the other hand,  

facilitates managing PBES’s master data. Think of this segment as the PBES central data dictionary and data 

Anticipating
Long-Overdue Innovation
by Mr. M. Gabriel Santos, SAF/FMB

Attendees of the 
Program & Budget 
Enterprise System 
workshop listening  
to Mr. Jason Hanson’s 
presentation
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management area—complete with integrated workflows,  

validation, and data relationships. The last product resident within 

PBES is Oracle’s Business Intelligence tool. This powerful 

analytical tool provides users with self-service dynamic reporting 

and defined dashboards powered by a comprehensive data  

warehouse. Therefore, PBES users will be able to extract and  

analyze data in any way imaginable. In addition, managers will 

enjoy the established dashboard analytics which will promote 

expedient decision support.

As workshop attendees sat eagerly wondering when this innovative  

system would become available, the PBES program manager,  

Mr. Jason Hanson, reviewed the system roll-out timeline.  

According to the latest schedule, PBES will deploy to the major  

commands first—this fall—followed shortly thereafter to the  

Air Staff in early winter. “Ultimately,” Mr. Hanson stated, “our plan  

is to get PBES out to the field so that it can be used for the FY21 Program 

Objective Memorandum and FY22 planning cycles.”

Along with the timeline review, Mr. Hanson made sure to stress the importance of PBES user training.  

He indicated that as part of the deployment activities, the system’s integrator will provide varying forms  

of detailed training to all PBES users. Every PBES stakeholder understands how essential quality training is  

to the system’s success. Thus, PBES has an entire team dedicated to ensuring the training products being  

developed promote an intuitive, comprehensible format. 

As the workshop came to a close, Mr. Hanson made a point to address the difference between a system’s 

“functionality” versus a user’s “desire.” He cautioned future PBES users that although the system may  

function appropriately, its configuration may not reflect their desired preferences at this point. Therefore,  

he asked for patience and understanding as the system will no doubt evolve over time, given user feedback.

Regardless of personal preferences, PBES will provide its users with a technological and functional quantum 

leap forward. Just like that very first smartphone we were all so anxious to get our hands on, PBES will  

probably take some time getting used to as well. Once we do, we will never know how we were able to live  

so long without it.

About the Author
Mr. M. Gabriel Santos is the PBES Project Lead and Systems Administration Branch Chief for Budget Programs,  

Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Budget, Washington, D.C. He is responsible for accurately capturing 

requirements related to the Air Force Budget Formulation process and working collaboratively with the Program  

Management Office (PMO) to ensure those requirements yield an acceptable target system.

Anticipating Long-Overdue Innovation (cont.)
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Last month SAF/FM hosted two continuing 
education events, each giving a senior FM leader the 

opportunity to address the field on a larger scale to share their insight, 

experiences, and thoughts on leadership. The first event was a Q&A-

style Senior Leader Webchat with CMSgt Doug Lawless, Executive for 

Enlisted Matters, SAF/FM, and the second, a town-hall style Developing  

FM Leaders for the 21st Century (DFML21) forum with Maj Gen  

John Pletcher, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Budget (SAF/FMB).  

The speakers openly shared their experiences, the challenges they faced, 

the mentors who championed them, and the lessons they learned that 

created the path which led them to their current positions. While their 

paths differed, there were common messages weaved throughout both 

speeches: the importance of humility, especially as a leader, and recognizing those  

who had a hand in your successes, appreciating the fact that as an Airman you are  

a part of something bigger, and of course, performance, performance, performance! 

Maj Gen Pletcher began the DFML21 forum with an abridged walk through the Air Force’s history, not only highlighting the 

work of those who came before us, but also tying in the work of the teammates who are next to us today. He challenged viewers 

to think about why we serve, asking, “What is it that we are trying to accomplish? And who is it that has allowed us to be where 

we are today that we are going to try and honor with our service?” Maj Gen Pletcher told stories about the contributions of 

those who came before us throughout the forum, but most notably when it came to job performance. He shared that when it 

comes to moving ahead in your career, the most important thing you can do to get there is to do your job well.

Looking at job performance through a different lens, CMSgt Lawless explored how you can support the priorities of our 

leadership in your day-to-day duties. Specifically, supporting Secretary Mattis’ priority of business reform. In today’s ever-

changing world, it is critical that we continue to reevaluate practices and evolve to stay up with the times. Or, as CMSgt Lawless 

concisely said, “If you see something that doesn’t make sense, it’s okay to challenge it.” He charged viewers to be bold—look for 

areas where you can make improvements or remove obstacles to allow Airmen to do their jobs better. 

Both leaders shared valuable lessons and unique perspectives, but most importantly, provided ways that we can incorporate 

these lessons as we perform our jobs. Maj Gen Pletcher reminded us that we owe past and future Airmen, our teammates, and 

ourselves the best job we can do. And CMSgt Lawless highlighted that business reform and process improvement starts at your 

desk with how you do business on a day-to-day basis. The insights from both of these senior leaders are invaluable and will 

serve us well as we strive each day to accomplish our mission.

If you missed either of these events, the recordings are available at the following URLs:

DFML21–Maj Gen John Pletcher: 
http://presenter.gcds.disa.mil/presenter/attendee/index.html?id=DFML211802
Senior Leader Webchat–CMSgt Doug Lawless: 
http://presenter.gcds.disa.mil/presenter/attendee/index.html?id=SLWC1802
Did you send in a question for Maj Gen Pletcher that we couldn’t get to during the live session? Stay tuned by following SAF/FM  

on Facebook (@USAFComptroller) for a special follow-up coming soon!

About the Author
Ms. Melissa Margulies is a Kearney & Company consultant supporting SAF/FMEW.

Senior Leader Webchat 
and DFML21 Forum Highlights 
by Ms. Melissa Margulies, SAF/FMEW

SLWebchat

http://presenter.gcds.disa.mil/presenter/attendee/index.html?id=DFML211802
http://presenter.gcds.disa.mil/presenter/attendee/index.html?id=SLWC1802
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DEAMS Corner

The Transition to Oracle E-Business Suite R12: iProcurement
by Jamie Wright, DEAMS FMO Strategic Communications 

As previously reported, the Defense Enterprise Accounting 
and Management System (DEAMS) will transition from 
the current Oracle E-Business Suite 11i software to the 
updated Release 12 (R12) software, set to deploy in FY19. This upgrade, like any 
change, can bring both enthusiasm and anxiety for end users and trainers alike. 

After the R12 upgrade, current DEAMS users will initially notice a change in the 
color scheme, as well as the location and appearance of some icons, buttons, and 
pages. For example, the list of values (LOV) icon has changed from a flashlight  
to a magnifying glass. Though users will have some modifications to get used to, we  
don’t anticipate a great deal of adjustment or confusion in the process. In order to 
make the transition from 11i as seamless as possible, job aids, user guides, and training  
sessions will be updated and available to accommodate the new R12 software.

Viewing DEAMS iProcurement in R12, versus the current 11i, 
users can get a fair assessment of the minor changes they can 
expect across DEAMS with the upgrade. Below is an example 
of an AF Form 9 in R12, used while creating a purchase  
requisition. Looking at the Delivery and Billing Information on  
the Shopping Cart form, notice:

• Show Delivery and Billing link is  
similar to Step 1 of 3 in DEAMS 11i

• Entry of the PTEO has not changed

• Enter Charge Account link will only create the 
long line of accounting for review, based on the 
entry of the PTEO

• Edit Lines button/function is not accessible  
from this form

These types of minor changes are expected to enhance  
DEAMS, while not requiring excessive re-training for  
current users. All updates and modifications expected in 
R12 will be thoroughly documented and communicated 
to all DEAMS users, both current and future. With  
minimal additional training, implementation of Oracle R12 
will be an exciting new tool and era for DEAMS users 
across the Air Force.

Above an example of DEAMS 11i and below an example of DEAMS R12
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FM Incoming

We are pleased to introduce to you the Financial Information 
Collaboration Site (FICS), a platform enabling peer-to-peer 
collaboration across the FM Workforce through two key features.

The first is the forum, which provides a singular destination  
for commanders, superintendents, FMA, and FMF personnel  
to ask FM-related questions and seek advice. Among these is 
the commanders’ forum designed exclusively for squadron  
commanders to discuss sensitive information you couldn’t  
otherwise address in the existing online forums. The second 
feature is the wiki, which creates a space for FMers to share tools, 
workarounds, and best practices like up-to-date checklists and 
training scenarios.

 To access FICS, use your CAC-enabled device and head to https://go.usa.gov/xQWrT.

In the future (est. FY19), you can expect this site to transition from its current SharePoint location to myFM Career  
to better provide Airmen with tools and resources to help them thrive in the FM community. 

For more information, reach out to the POC of the Support to Peers Line of Effort, Col Tracy Watkins, at 
tracy.r.watkins.mil@mail.mil. 

Got a Problem? We’ve Got the FICS! 

Save the Date for the Next  
Developing Financial Management 
Leaders for the 21st Century Forum! 

Don’t miss the next Developing Financial Management Leaders for the 21st Century forum 
featuring Brig Gen Trent H. Edwards, Director, Budget Operations and Personnel:

When: Wednesday, 22 August 2018

Time: 1400-1500 EDT

Where: Pentagon Auditorium & GCDS (stayed tuned for updates including link)

* Attending this forum may count toward 1 CET/CPE credit hour for  
  professional certification

https://go.usa.gov/xQWrT
mailto:tracy.r.watkins.mil%40mail.mil?subject=Support%20to%20Peers%20Line%20of%20Effort
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